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1. Introduction

The infinite Hawaiian earring #? is the subspace of the plane consisting of the
infinite family of circles X( of radius \li and centre (1/i, 0), mutually tangent to
the y-axis at the origin. The question which motivated this paper is: what is the
fundamental group of #??

At first glance, #? might be confused with the join X*, = \/T=i X, of the X{ at the
origin y, that is, X*, is the quotient of the disjoint union of the X( by the relation
which identifies all the copies yt of y. Indeed, the obvious bijection X*. ->• #f is
continuous and a local homeomorphism except at y. In both spaces, the
neighbourhoods of this point are of the form Ur=i U( where ty is a neighbour-
hood of y, in Xt. But neighbourhoods in $? must also satisfy Ut — Xt for almost
all /.

This difference in the topology at the distinguished point has a striking effect on
the fundamental group. According to Van Kampen's theorem, the fundamental
group of a join of spaces (X, y) = V/e/ (,Xit yt) is naturally isomorphic to the free
product * ieI JZi{Xi, y,) provided that each X{ is first countable and locally simply
connected. (Although usually applied when / is finite, when the hypothesis of first
countability may be omitted, the theorem is valid for any countable index set /) .
Hence ^(X*,) is the free group generated by the elements represented by the
circles Xt. In particular, any based loop in X*, is homotopic to a finite
concatenation of loops each lying in a single Xt. This fails spectacularly in 9£. As a
first example involving infinite concatenation, there is a loop which for each i s* 1
circles X{ on the interval [1/2', 1/21"1]. In fact, these intervals may be replaced by
any sequence of intervals with disjoint interiors. That even such behaviour is
relatively simple is shown by the example of the loop which circles Xx on [3,3], X2

on [£, I] and [9,9], etc. None of these loops is homotopic to a finite concatenation
of loops each lying in a single Xi} nor to a rectifiable loop. Indeed, the last
example cannot be rectified at any point of the residual Cantor set on which it sits
at y. Moreover, even though the X{ and X«, are locally simply connected at their
distinguished points, 26 is not.

The infinite Van Kampen theorem of the title identifies the fundamental group
of $£. In fact, without added difficulty, one can allow Xt to be an arbitrary space
which is first countable and locally simply connected at vf. Briefly (see § 2 for
more details), the groups G, = *;aS,;r1(A!J) form in a natural way an inverse system
of groups whose limit we denote by <S. Elements of Ji\{Xj) are called letters of
type j . Elements of G, are then reduced words in the letters of type j «£ i and
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elements of $ are sequences & = (s,) of these satisfying suitable compatibility
conditions. We call s locally eventually constant if, for each /, the number of
letters of type / in the word s, is bounded independently of i, and let % denote the
subgroup these form. Using the Van Kampen isomorphisms between ^i(X,) and
G,, we construct a map 0: nx(c£) -» % and show in (4.1) that

INFINITE VAN KAMPEN THEOREM. The map j8 is injective and its image is %, that
is,

In fact, we show, with respect to the natural topologies on JIX(J%) and %, that j8
is a homeomorphism onto %.

This theorem was first stated by H. B. Griffiths in [1], Unfortunately his proof
of the most delicate assertion—the injectivity of /J—contains an essential error.
(The problem occurs in the application of Lemma 6.6 to conclude on p. 475 that,
in Griffiths's notation: ml(£) = %. The hypothesis of Lemma 6.6, that 'each point
in X^ remains in Ar(m) during the homotopy' cannot be realized. Taking the Xin)

to be circles, a simple counter-example is given by the loop / which circles Ar<2)

clockwise on [0, \] and counterclockwise on [}, 1], and which goes halfway around
X^l) on [4,2], then returns to the base point in the opposite direction on [ i , | ] -
This loop is nullhomotopic but if H: [0,1] x [0,1] —> X is a homotopy with
H(t, 0) = l(t) and H{t, l) = y then for every t e (0, 1) there is a u such that H(t, u)
lies in Ar(2) but not at y. Moreover, without the quoted hypothesis the map V
defined in Lemma 6.6 need not be continuous.) In finding our own proof, we
were led rather far from Griffiths's point of view and it seemed to us worthwhile
to recast the entire proof. We have also tried, by a more systematic use of
characteristic universal properties to both simplify the argument, and separate its
algebraic and topological components. The only genuinely new results are the
purely algebraic material of § 2 from Corollary 2.7 on and the constructions in
§3.

One point deserves special mention. The proof of the injectivity of /8 has an
unavoidably ineffective character stemming from the existence of homotopy
classes not supported by any finite subcollection of the X(. Here this character is
isolated in Proposition 2.7 whose proof requires a set-theoretic version of the
Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem: an inverse system of non-empty finite sets has a
non-empty inverse limit. The geometric consequence is that given a nullhomoto-
pic loop/ in #f, there is no effective procedure to construct a homotopy from/ to
the constant loop. Again, this contrasts sharply with the usual Van Kampen
theorem which is completely effective.

The paper is organized as follows: § 2 contains the algebraic preliminaries and
§ 3 the topological ones including a review of the usual Van Kampen theorem for
joins; after a brief discussion of the topology of $C, § 4 proceeds to the
construction of p and the proof of the main theorem.

The problem of identifying JZX{%) was originally posed to us as a challenge by
Sammy Eilenberg during a Columbia colloquium dinner. His intuition told him
that Griffiths's proof must be incomplete—without pinpointing the lacuna—
because it had no ineffective element. On the occasion of his seventieth birthday
and his retirement from Columbia, we take pleasure in dedicating to him this
answer to his question.
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Notational conventions. For the reader's convenience, we use three fonts: italic
at the level of individual spaces (Xh yt) and related objects or individual groups
G, and their elements; boldface, at the level of joins, Xi = \Jj^iXj) and free
products G, = *y=£l Gj\ and script at the level of inverse limits of spaces and
groups. The letter P is reserved for a space of suitably tame loops in the
typographically analogous X, and Q for a semi-group giving rise to G. As for
maps, we have, with some exceptions, used a Latin letter for a map of points,
loops, or semi-groups and the corresponding Greek letter for an induced group
homomorphism. We use '*' to denote taking homotopy classes of loops in
topological contexts and reduction of words in algebraic ones. Doubly indexed
families of maps between simply indexed families of objects obey the convention
that f] takes At into Aj.

2. Products of groups

Here we will discuss various product constructions on groups which will arise in
our study of fundamental groups. We begin with a brief review of the free
product to fix our notation for §§ 3-4. For more details, we suggest [3]. If G, is a
collection of groups indexed by /, the free product of the G,, denoted G = * l€ / G,
is constructed as follows. A word is defined to be a finite, possibly empty, ordered
set q = ((#i, ii),.-., <?/, *'/)) of letters {qk, ik) where ikel and qkeGik. The
ordered set (i\, . . . , it) is called the type of q and the integer /, the length of q.
We denote by Q the set of all words and by e the empty word. If r =
((h,ji)> •••> (rm,jm)) is another word, the juxtaposition q ° r of q and r is the
word ((quh),--',{qi>ii), ('"i,/i),...)(rm)jfm)) and the reversal q is the word
(fe"1*J/)> to~-i> */-i)» •••» (<l\l> h))- The pair (Q, °) is a semi-group with identity
e and is an anti-involution of Q. We say r is an elementary simplification of q of
type i if r is obtained from q by replacing two consecutive letters {qk, i) (qk+i, i)
by the single letter (qkqk+l, i) or by deleting a letter (eh i). We denote by # the
transitive relation and by = the equivalence relation generated by elementary
simplifications and call the = -equivalence classes simplification classes.

Straightforward computations show that both ° and " are well defined on the
quotient G = Q/= and that q ° q = q°q = e. Therefore, ° defines a group
operation on G with inverse given by ". We denote by *: Q —> G the quotient
map. A word in Q is called reduced if it has no elementary simplifications, and S
will denote the set of all reduced words. Clearly, if q is any word in Q, then a
finite sequence of elementary simplifications replaces q by a reduced word
s = R(q). This word is the unique shortest word in the simplification class of q and
hence is independent of the chosen sequence of simplifications. Therefore S forms
a set of representatives for the simplification classes and the natural bijection
G -* S fits into the diagram of surjective homomorphisms of semi-groups with
anti-involution

Q

By transport of structure, S becomes a group. Its operation is loosely described as
'juxtaposition followed by simplifications'.
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We remark that nowhere have we assumed that / is finite. The use of finite
words means that all constructions above involve only finitely many of the G, and
hence can be checked as if / were finite. This finiteness can be expressed more
formally, by saying that G is the direct limit of the free products indexed by the
finite subsets of / with respect to the natural system of inclusions.

We now wish to modify this construction so as to allow certain types of 'infinite
words'. The basic idea is to replace the direct limit above with an inverse limit.
To keep the notation simpler, we henceforth fix the index set / to be the natural
numbers N, but by standard arguments all the results which follow have
analogues for / any directed index set of countable cofinality.

For each i e N U {°°}, we denote by Q, the semigroup of finite words in the
letters of type at most /, and by S, and G,, the corresponding groups of reduced
words and simplification classes. We will suppress the subscript i on the maps
*: Q,-» G, and R: Q,-» S, since all these are obtained by restricting the
corresponding maps from QM. For / ^ /, and for q, e Q,, we define 7y(q,) e Qy to
be the word obtained from q, by deleting all letters of type greater than ;. The T]
are morphisms of semi-groups preserving the anti-involutions and satisfy T{ °
T) = Tl

k if i 3
s; 3s k. Thus {Qt, T)) becomes an inverse system of semi-groups with

anti-involution. Note that again the maps T)\ Q, —> Qy are all restrictions of the
analogous map Tj = TJ: Qx —> Qy.

We can perform an analogous construction for reduced words: rj: S, -> S, is
defined by omitting letters of type greater than /, and then simplifying to a
reduced word. This determines an inverse system of groups {S,> T}} and R induces
a map of inverse systems. Again one checks that the x) are well defined on
simplification classes, and hence that they induce maps n)\ G, -*• Gy for i ssy. The
data {G,, jrj} is then also an inverse system of groups and fits into the following
diagram of inverse systems of semi-groups with anti-involution:

{Qi, ty

(2.1)

We let £, Zf, and ^ be the inverse limits of these inverse systems and let

SL

(2.2)

be the triangle induced by (2.1). Elements of G, for example, are compatible
sequences <f = (g,), that is, sequences such that g, e G, and Jtfa) = gr With the
obvious set of projections #,-: ^ - » G,, ^ solves the universal problem

(2.3) Given a group & and homomorphisms at: 9> -* G, compatible with the
n), there is a unique homomorphism $: ^ —> ^ such that n,< ° /S = at.

Two warnings are in order here. First, while a sequence t = (sf) in Sf may be
viewed as a sequence of elements s, e Qf, it will not usually yield an element of Q.
Indeed, the s, are only weakly compatible in the sense that Tfa) # s,-. The second
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warning is that : 21—> % or equivalently R: 2—>Sfis not surjective (unless
only finitely many G, are non-trivial). An example of a sequence in 5̂  which is not
even represented by a sequence in 2 is given in (2.5).

We remark that the natural inclusions o{: Qy -» Q, split the projections
itf: Q, -* Q r We will also use o{ to denote the induced sections which split the
maps rj and n).

We say that an element^ = (q,) e 2 is eventually constant if there is a ; e W such
that for all k^j we have q* = ok(qj). The sub-semigroup of 2 consisting of
eventually constant sequences is naturally isomorphic to (}„ and its image under
the map A: 2 -* <0 is naturally isomorphic to G^.

We next present some constructions involving sequences in 2 which will justify
our claim that these are 'infinite words'. Fix q = (q,)eS. Define qa, to be the
union over i of the letters of type i in q,. Thus q*, is of at most countable
cardinality and it contains only finitely many letters of each type. The set q* has a
natural order: if r is a letter of type i in q*. and r' a letter of type /', then r < r' if,
whenever k ^ max(/, V), then r lies to the left of r' in qk. This order is also the
only one on q,* with respect to which the natural inclusions of q, into q,* are all
order preserving. For later use, we remark that

LEMMA 2.4. There is a set W^ of disjoint open intervals of (0,1) which has the
same order type at q*. (The order on W«, is that induced by position in (0,1).)

Proof. The proof which goes back to Sierpinski [4, Theorem 2, p. 21] depends
only on the countability of q,,,. Let rlf r2, ..., rn, ... be a denumeration of q^.
Given / ! , . . . , /„_! with Ik = (ak,bk) and bk<a, if rk<rh pick an<bn so that
an >bk if rn 5= rk and bn <ak if rn <rk. Then let Wx = {Iu I2,...}: sending rk to Ik

yields the required order isomorphism. We will denote by W( the image in Wx of
the letters in q,.

We now turn to the problem of identifying the image $ of 2, in <S, elements of
which we will also loosely think of as 'infinite words'. For any q e Qoo and j e N,
we define #(q,y) to be the number of letters of type ; in q. Clearly
#(q>/)= #(ZXq),;) for any i&j and if q ^ q ' then # ( q , ; ) ^ #(q',y) with
equality if and only if q' is obtained from q by reductions of type different from ;.
If a- = (s,) e £f and j e N, we define #(*, /) = supl3Ey #(s,, /). We say that 4 is locally
eventually constant if #(4,;) < 00 for every j e N. Clearly #(4 ° 4', j) «£ #(^, /) +
#(^', 7) and #^,y) = #(*, j). Thus the locally eventually constant sequences form
a subgroup 56 of 5̂ . We denote by % the corresponding subgroup of CS.

Let us first observe that R(2)<=£e and that gcztf, with £ *?. Indeed
suppose <S=(qi)e2 and /?(q,) = s,. Then #(q,,;) ^ #(s,, /) so that if * =
then

#(4,;) = sup #(s,-,;)
j

= sup#(rj(qI.),;)
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This shows that R(£) c X. On the other hand, if g, is a non-trivial element of G,
and

*= n fo.sd
then the sequence 4> = (s,) e Sf. Since #(*,;) = oo for all ;, this shows that ZBaSf
when all the G, are non-trivial. A similar argument shows that j ? c ^ (and
$£±9*) when infinitely many G, are non-trivial.

The next lemma explains (cf. (iii)) the terminology 'locally eventually
constant'.

LEMMA 2.6. Fix & = (s,) e SP. The following are equivalent:

(ii) for all j e N, there is an i = i(j) such that if h^ i, then s, is obtained from
T*(sh) by simplifications of type greater than j ;

(iii) for all] e N, there is ani = i(j) such that ifh^ i, then T^(sh) = rj(s,).

Proof First we observe that iih^i 3=;, then

(1) #(sh,j) = #(T?(sh),j)^#(shj),
(2) equality holds in (1) if and only if s, is obtained from T*(sh) by

simplification of type other than ;.

(i) =£> (ii). Given A e SB and ; e N choose i s*/ such that #(sit k) = #(t, k) for all
k =sy. Then if h 5= /, we have, using (1), that

#(*, k) ̂  #(sh, k) 2* #(s,, k) = #(*, k)

for any k^j. Applying (2), we see that s, is obtained from T*(sh) by
simplifications of type greater than j .

(ii)=>(iii). Since s, is obtained from Tf(sh) by simplifications of type greater
than ;, we have

(iii) ̂  (i). For each j e N choose i = i(j) as in (iii). Then

#(*,;) = sup #(s,,,;)

= sup#(7?(S,),y)

= sup#(rj(Sl),;)

COROLLARY 2.7. (i) R(2L)=<£.
(ii) 4 = « .

Thus the elements of <§ which are represented by compatible sequences in 2. are
exactly those which are locally eventually constant.
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Proof. By definition, (i) and (ii) are equivalent. Since R{2) czSS it remains to
show that Z£(zR{SL). Given 4 = (sf)ei? choose an increasing sequence i ( l ) ^
i(2) ^ . . . so that if h 2* i(j), then

and let q, = rjO)(s/(/)). Then

n(q;) = Ti(T«Xsi(j))) = nk)(sm) = qk

and

Therefore, ^ = (q;) e £ and R(£) = <£.

The importance of this result will be to link the algebraic condition that 4 is
locally eventually constant with a condition—membership in 2.—which will have
geometric significance in the applications to fundamental groups.

We close this section by developing some results about simplifications of words
with trivial reduction. Fix such a word qeQ^,. A cancellation C of q is an
equivalence relation on the letters of q satisfying the following conditions.

(2.8) (i) The letters of each equivalence class c of C are of a single type i = i(c)
called the type of c.

(ii) The product of the letters in c (taken in Gl(c) in the order induced by
the order on q) is trivial.

(iii) Order the classes of C by c < c' if the right-most letter of c appears to
the left of the right-most letter of c' in q. If c < c', then in q either

(a) every letter in c appears to the left of every letter in c', or
(b) every letter in c appears between two consecutive letters in c'.

A cancellation C exists for any q with /?(q) = e. First suppose that q' is an
elementary simplification of q. If two consecutive letters in q are multiplied, there
is a natural order-preserving surjection from the letters of q to those of q\ If a
letter (et, i) is deleted, then there is an order-preserving bijection between the
remaining letters of q and those of q'. In either case if a letter in q has an image
in q', we call this image its offspring. We say that a letter r' in q' is a descendent
of the letter r in q if there is a sequence of elementary simplifications q = qo,
qi, •••> qn = q' and letters r = r0, rlt ...,rn = r' with r, in q, and rJ+1 the offspring of
r, for each /. Given a sequence of elementary simplications from q to e, we define
an equivalence relation C on the letters of q by rx ~ r2 if rx and r2 have a common
descendent. Under each elementary simplification, these equivalence classes also
descend and the product of the elements in a given class is the same as the
product of the elements in its offspring class. Since every class eventually
descends to the empty class, each of these products is trivial. Thus C satisfies (ii).
If (iii) failed for C, there would be classes c and c' and consecutive letters rjf rJ+l

in c and r'k, r'k+1 in c' appearing in q in the order ry, r'k, rj+1, r'k+x. This would
contradict the construction: multiplication of descendents of ry and rJ+1 must
follow deletion of a descendent of r'k, which must follow multiplication of
descendents of r'k and r'k+1, which must follow deletion of a descendent of ry+1,
which must follow the desired multiplication of ry and r/+1. Conversely, every
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cancellation C arises (non-canonically) via this construction; for example, by
successively multiplying the elements in each class c and deleting the last
descendent, taking the classes in the order specified by (2.8)(iii).

If 7J(q) = q' and C is a cancellation of q then the classes in C of type at most;
form a cancellation of q' which we denote 7}(C), or T)(C) if we wish to
emphasize that q e Q, for some i. The last result we need is that compatible
sequences of words have compatible sequences of cancellations. Precisely,

PROPOSITION 2.9. Iff = (q,) e 9, and ify=ee<S, then there are cancellations Q
o/q, such that whenever i >j, we have Tlj(Q) = Cy.

Proof. Let Ff be the set of all cancellations of q,, which by hypothesis is a
non-empty finite set. Deletion defines maps T): F, —> F;, and the collection
{r,, Tj} forms an inverse system of non-empty finite sets. The proposition is
therefore immediate from the following well-known lemma.

LEMMA 2.10. IfTis the inverse limit of an inverse system {Th Tj} of non-empty
finite sets then F =£ 0 .

Proof. Let r? = T*(Th). The sets r* for h s= i form a decreasing sequence of
non-empty subsets of F,. Hence 17 = f\s=i r? is non-empty. Since T'tfTZ) = F°°,
we can inductively choose elements Q e F°° with T'i+1(Ci+l) = Q. The sequence
(CO is then compatible, and hence yields a point in the inverse limit.

It will be convenient to amalgamate the elements Q of a compatible sequence
of cancellations of a sequence ^ e l Namely, the Q determine an equivalence
relation C«, on the letters in q^. Each Co equivalence class is finite and properties
described in (2.8) hold for these classes. We call an equivalence relation with
these properties a cancellation of q*,.

COROLLARY 2.11. If ye 21 and <p = ee(§, then there is a cancellation Co for q̂ ,.

3. Geometrically finite loops and Van Kampen's theorem

Let (X,y) be a pointed topological space. If U is a neighbourhood of y in X, we
let U' = U\{y}. lip: [0, 1] -* A!"is a loop in Abased at y, thenp~x(y) is a closed
subset of [0,1]. Its complement, p~x{X') is therefore the union of a collection of
disjoint open intervals. We denote this collection of intervals by Wp. The set Wp

has a natural order induced by the ordering of (0,1). We remark that quite often,
for example, if X is a circle, any collection of disjoint open intervals in (0,1)
arises as Wp for a suitable/?. Therefore, using the argument of Lemma 2.4, we see
that Wp may have any countable order type. If the topology at y of X is nice then
any loop p is homotopic to a loop p' with Wp- = {(0, 1)}. For example, it suffices
that X be locally simply connected at v, and that given any neighbourhood U of v
in X, there is a neighbourhood V of y in X with V e U and V path connected in
U'. For the figure eight, or indeed any non-trivial join, this fails: given n>0,
there are homotopy classes in the figure eight with the property that if p is any
representing loop, #WP 2=n. The infinite Hawaiian ring provides an example of a
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space in which loops with Wp of arbitrary order type are required to represent all
homotopy classes.

We will call a loop p for which Wp is finite a geometrically finite loop. The next
lemma gives a criterion that all homotopy classes in nx{X, y) have geometrically
finite representatives.

LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that X is locally simply connected and first countable at y
and that p is a loop in X based at y. Then there is a based homotopy
H: [0,1] x [0,1] —> X from p to a geometrically finite loop p'. Moreover, H can
be chosen so that if p{s)=y then H(s, t)=y for all t e [0,1].

Proof We may as well assume that Wp is infinite and then let Ij = (aj} bj) for
; e ftl be a denumeration of the intervals in Wp. We first observe that if U is a
neighbourhood of y in X, then p takes Ij into U for all but finitely many j . Indeed,
otherwise there would be sequences oc, and tf satisfying aj^tj^aj+1, p(ctj)=y,
and p(tj) £ U. By compactness of the interval, these sequences would have a
common accumulation point at which p could not be continuous.

Now using the hypotheses on X and y choose decreasing sequences Ul-=>U2'=>
... and Vx => V2 =>... of open neighbourhoods of y, each forming a basis for the
topology of X at y and with the property that a loop in Vt can be contracted inside
Ut. For convenience, we set U0 = V0 = X. Now if / e Wp, let i(I) be the greatest
index i for which p ( / ) c Vt. This defines a function i: Wp -» fel which by the
observation above is finite-to-one.

For each / € Wp, with /(/) 2* 1, we fix a homotopy hj: / x [2"<(/), 21"((/)] -» UiiT)

between p \ 7 and the constant loop at y which is constant at y over the ends
of /. Then we define H: [0,1] x [0, 1] -> X by

(1) if p(s) = y, then H(s, t) = y for all t e [0,1],
(2) if s e / e Wp and /(/) = 0, then H(s, t) =p(s) for all t e [0,1],
(3) if s e / e Wp and /(/) > 0, then

(p(s) if^2-^,
H{s, t) = \ hj(s, t) if 2"'(y) s= t s= 21~I(7),

ly if f 2* 21"'™.

We claim this H is continuous. Given this, H clearly defines a based homotopy
between p and a loop p' for which Wp. = {I € Wp \ i(I) = 0}. Our initial observa-
tion then shows that p' is geometrically finite. Since the requirement in the last
sentence of the lemma is guaranteed by (1), H will be the required homotopy.

The continuity of H is clear except at points (s, 0) for which p(s) = y. Fix such a
point. We must show that for each n > 0, //^(f/,,) is a neighbourhood of (s, 0) in
[0,1] x [0,1]. Let J = U,-(i)<« L Then H~\Un) contains ([0,1]\/) x [0,1]. On the
other hand, since p is continuous, p~\Un) contains a neighbourhood in [0,1], of
the endpoints of each / for which I eWp. Since / is the union of finitely many such
/, there is a closed / ' c=/ for whichp~l{Un) 2 ([0, 1]\/ '). By construction, if s eJ,
then Hp(s, t)=p(s) for t ^2~". Therefore, ([0,1]\/') x [0, 2~n] is a neighbour-
hood of (s, 0) contained in H~l{Un).

In §4, we will need certain explicit homotopies to the constant loop of
geometrically finite, null-homotopic loops. These are based on the following
construction. Fix a finite set W of disjoint open intervals in (0,1). The arch, Aw
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FIG. 1.

of W consists of a set of open rectangular columns supporting an open rectangular
lintel as shown in Fig. 1. There is one column based on each interval in W and all
of these have the same height h which is the distance between the left-most and
right-most intervals in W. The height of the lintel is therefore the sum of the
length(s) of the extremal intervals (or interval) of W. The arch Aw therefore lies
inside the smallest square whose base contains all the intervals in W and its
boundary contains the sides and top of this square, that is, in Fig. 1, b = / + h.

By analogy with (2.8)(iii), we say that W < W if either

(3 2̂ (a) e v e r v m t e r v a l m W lies to the left of every interval in W or
(b) every interval in W lies between two consecutive intervals in W.

The following lemma justifies our careful choice of the proportions of Aw.

LEMMA 3.3. IfW'<W, then Aw. and Aw are disjoint.

Proof. In Case (a), this is clear as Aw lies entirely to the left of Aw. If W lies
between consecutive intervals (al} bj and (a2, b2) in W, then Aw lies in the
square with base (blt a2) x {0}. But the height of the columns of Aw is at least
(a2 - bx) so Aw D Aw = 0 .

We conclude this section by reviewing a variant of Van Kampen's theorem. Fix
a finite or countable collection of spaces (Xh y() with X( locally simply connected
and first countable at yh and let X = \/ieI Xt be their join. It is easy to check that
X is locally simply connected and first countable at its base-point y, so that every
element in JTI(X, y) is represented by a geometrically finite loop. The natural
inclusions A^<-»X induce maps &\ JT^X^^JZ^X). There are also natural
inclusions p1: Jti(Xi) -* *ieiJi;i(Xi) and the universal property of free products
implies that there is a unique homomorphism T: *,e/tt1(Z)-» ^i(X) satisfying
ol = x ° p' for every i eJ. The fact that every element in J T ^ X , ^ ) is represented
by a geometrically finite loop means that x is surjective. Van Kampen's theorem
asserts that x is an isomorphism.
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In fact, T fits into a more geometric framework which we now describe. Given a
word q = ((?i> z'i), .•.,(?/, i/)) with #, e ^(Aj.), define t(q)ejii(X) as follows:
pick loops Pj in Xfj representing each qj} let p be the concatenation of the loops Pj
in the natural order, and let f(q) = P> t n e c l a s s °f P m ^i(X). Easy calculations
show that f(q ° r) = f(q) ° t(r), that t(q) = f(q)~\ and that t is constant on
simplification classes. The map / therefore induces a homomorphism
*: * / 6 / ^ I W ) ~~* ^i(X). Since t°pl = &, the uniqueness mentioned in the
definition of x implies x = f.

Conversely, given a geometrically finite loop p in X, write Wp = {IX)..., Ik} with
/y to the left of Ik if ; < k. Suppose the loop pj traced by p on Ij lies in X{. and has
class qj in Jti(Xtj). Then we let a(p) = ((<?!, ij),..., (qk, ik)), so a takes geometri-
cally finite loops in X to finite words. The key point, for the proof of which we
refer to [2, Lemma 3.4] or [5, § 3.4], is that a = * ° a is constant on homotopy
classes and hence yields a map a: ^ (X) —» *I6/Jr1(^). It is then quickly
checked from the definitions that a and r are inverse to each other.

Let G, = n\{Xi). Let G = * l€ / ni{Xt), and let Q be the associated semi-group of
words. Let P be the set of geometrically finite loops in X and letA: P -» ^i(X) be
the map of taking homotopy classes. Our discussion may be summarized in

THEOREM 3.4 (Van Kampen's theorem for joins). There is a commutative
diagram

X

In particular, oc and x are inverse isomorphisms.

REMARK 3.5. The definition of x shows that x is natural with respect to joins of
based maps between joins of based spaces.

4. A Van Kampen theorem for weak joins

We now address directly, for the first time, our original question: what is the
fundamental group of the infinite Hawaiian earring? The key observation is that
this space is a sort of weak infinite join—more precisely, it is an inverse limit of
finite joins. The main result here is a form of Van Kampen's theorem applicable
to such weak joins.

We begin by fixing some notation. Let (Xh _y,), with ieN, be a sequence of
based spaces. For each / e N, we have the finite join X, = Vy«/ Xj. The space Xoo is
defined to be the direct limit of these spaces. It is also the infinite join of the
spaces X;. On the other hand, if y =£ i then there is a collapsing map Jiji X, -»• X;

which is the identity on Xk for k *£y and which collapses Xk to the distinguished
point if j < k ss i. These spaces and maps together form an inverse system whose
inverse limit we denote by #f. By definition, this is the set of compatible
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sequences in the product Il,e^X,, with the subspace topology. Hence, giving a
function / : Z -» X is equivalent to giving a compatible sequence of functions
f: Z -> X, and / is continuous if and only if each f is. We denote by nc. % -* X,
the natural projections and call #? the weak join of the Xt.

Let us compare X and #?. The inclusions X; <-» X, for; ^ / are compatible with
the projections n) and hence define an embedding of Xk into #?. This in turn is
compatible with the inclusions Xk <-> Xoo and hence defines a map <p: X« -> #?. It
is easily checked that q> is a continuous bijection which is a local homeomorphism
everywhere except at the distinguished point y e #?. This allows us to view X*, and
#f as topologies on the same set, that of #f being coarser. The two differ only at
the distinguished point y. A neighbourhood of y in X*, is any set of the form
VieN ty where Ut is a neighbourhood of yt in X(. Neighbourhoods of y in % have
the same form but must also satisfy U( = X{ for almost all i. In particular, if Xt is
the ith circle in the infinite Hawaiian earring, we obtain immediately a
homeomorphism between the weak join of the Xt and the infinite Hawaiian
earring.

For the rest of this paper, we let (Xit yt) be a sequence of topological spaces
with each Xt locally simply connected and first countable at yt. We let
Gt = nx{Xi, yt), G, = *7!S| Gj} and ^ = lim G,. The projections nj: X, - • Xy induce
maps (JTJ)#: ^i(X,) -*• ^i(X;). The corresponding maps (JT,)#: nx{c£) —> JT1(X,-)

are compatible with the (#•})# and hence induce a map jS: ^(^f) —» $ =
lim JT!(X/). Our main result is:

THEOREM 4.1. The map /J: JZX{%) —> ^ is an injection whose image is
the subgroup % of <§ of locally eventually constant sequences. In particular,

We will need first a technical lemma which is the analogue of Lemma 3.1. A
loop^4 in #? determines a sequence of loops p, in X, by p, = JT( °fr. We sayyfc is
locally geometrically finite if each p, is geometrically finite.

LEMMA 4.2 (local finiteness lemma). / / each Xt is locally simply connected and
first countable at yif then every class in n^St) is represented by a locally
geometrically finite loop.

Proof. Fix a loop /v in #f. We shall proceed by inductively constructing
homotopies Ht\ [0, 1] x [0,1] -> X, satisfying

(i) Vi(s) = Hi(s,0),
(ii) the loop pl(s) = H^s, 1) is geometrically finite,
(iii) n}oHt = Hj.

Such homotopies give, in the limit, a homotopy H oi fr to a loopyfc'. Since
iti•, ° H = Hi,/i' is a locally geometrically finite loop.

For the convenience of the induction, we pick an increasing sequence
h < h < • •• < tt <... in (0,1) and add the following requirements:

(iv) Hi(s,t) = H,(s,tt)itt&th
(v) if p.Cs) = yh then Hfe, t) = y, for all t.
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Suppose that Hu ..., H^i have been constructed. Letp*: [0,1] -> X( be the loop
obtained from/fc under the natural collapsing of <% to Xt. By Lemma 3.1, there is
a homotopy H* from p* to a geometrically finite loop with H*(s, t) = y,- for all t if
p*(s) = yt. Clearly we can suppose that, in addition H*(s, t) is equal to H*(s, t^i)
if t s£ f,_i, and equal to H*{s, U) if t ̂  tt.

Now define //,(s, f) to equal //,_i(.s, f) if p*(s) = yt and to equal if*(s, t) if
p*(s)i=yi. (We have suppressed the inclusion of X,_x and Xt into X,.) An easy
variation on the argument of Lemma 3.1 shows that Hi is continuous. Since it
clearly verifies (i)-(v), the lemma is proved.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. There are three things to prove:

(i) «
(ii) «
(iii) /8 is injective.

Let a,: P, -* Q, denote the map of (3.5) between the space p, of geometrically
finite loops in X, and the semi-group Q, associated to G,. If ŷ  is a locally
geometrically finite loop in % and p, is its (geometrically finite) projection to X,,
let q, = at(pi). These words are readily checked to be compatible and hence yield
an element a = ( q , ) e l Setting b(/t)=^ defines a map b from the space ft of
locally geometrically finite loops in 26 to the inverse limit Si which covers the map
/3: nx{ct) —> ^ in the sense that f}(fc) = (£>(/£))*. Now, by Lemma 4.2, any class
/en^Se) is represented by a loop/-e 9. Hence £(/) = 0 ( / ) = (b(/i)) £& = %,
the last equality being Corollary 2.7.

This already proves (i). Moreover (ii) will follow if we show that given ^ e S
there is a ^ e ^ with b(/i)=f. Fix ^ = (q,)6S. Define q«, as in §2 and use
Lemma 2.4 to choose a collection W^ of disjoint open subintervals of (0,1) of the
same order type as q*,. For each letter r in q., of type i, choose a based loop pr in
Xf representing r in n^Xj) and parametrized on the closure of the interval Ir in
Wo, corresponding to r. Then let^ be the loop in <% which equals pr on Ir for each
r e qoo, and which lies a t ^ elsewhere on [0,1]. Then p, = JF,- °/v equals pr on the
intervals lr in W( c W^ and lies at y, elsewhere on [0,1]. Therefore, p,- is
continuous and geometrically finite and since W{ is order isomorphic to q,,
a,(p,) = q,-. This implies that/k is continuous and locally geometrically finite and

()
To show the injectivity of jS, we must show that given a locally geometrically

finite loop /v in #f such that {b{^))=e<s, that is, such that each p, is
null-homotopic in X,, there is a based homotopy between^ and the constant
loop. Let y = b(/i)e2L and form qoo as in §2. Then qoo is naturally order
isomorphic to the set of intervals W = Wp. We let Ir be the interval in W
corresponding to a letter r in qoo and if r has type i, let pT: Ir-* Xt be the
restriction of^ to Ir. Since ^ = 2., q*, has a cancellation C». For each equivalence
class c in Co, let W(c) be the set of intervals in W corresponding to the letters of
qoo in c, and let d(c) be the data {W(c), {pr: r e c}}. Finally choose a continuous
map Hd{c): Aw(c) -» Xi(c) satisfying

0 ) ^d(c)|7rx{0} =Pr>
(ii) Hd{c) sends the remainder of the boundary of Aw^c) to the distinguished

point yt e Xi(c).
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Such an Hd^ exists. To see this, we must check that the loop specified by (i) and
(ii) as the image of the boundary of the arch Aw^c) is nullhomotopic. This in turn
follows from the definition of a cancellation: the product of the loops pr, with
rec, has homotopy class EUc r m ni(Xd> and this is trivial by (2.8)(ii).

If c¥=c', we may suppose that c'<c. Then by (2.8)(iii) and (3.2), W'c< Wc.
Finally, Lemma 3.3 asserts that the arches Aw{c.) and Aw(c) are disjoint. We may
therefore define a map H: [0,1] x [0,1] -» <% by the requirements that H = Hd(c)

on AW(C) and that H send the remainder of the square to the base point y. Clearly
H(s, 0) =/i>(s) and H{s, 1) =y for all s e [0,1], so we have only to check the
continuity of H, or equivalently that of all the maps //, = nt ° H. Let Bt be the
complement of the arches J4W(C), for which c has type at most i. Then Ht sends all
of the closed set 5, to the base-point y, and so is continuous there. By
construction Ht is continuous on each of the finitely many closed arches Aw^ for
which c has type at most i. Since H{ is continuous when restricted to each of the
sets in a finite closed cover of the square, Ht is continuous. This completes the
proof of Theorem 4.1.

We wish to conclude by briefly sketching one refinement. The space Q{X) of
based loops in X with base point y carries the usual compact open topology and
there is a canonical identification of Jtx{X) with the quotient JTO(QX) of QX by
the equivalence relation of homotopy. Alternatively, if U is an open neighbour-
hood of y in X, let 0 be the set of loops lying inside U and let V = V{U) = (0)*.
Then as U runs through a basis for the topology of X at y, U and V run through
bases for the topology of QX at y and of nx{X) at the identity, respectively.
Unfortunately this description depends on the fact that y is a constant map so that
it fails, in general, to define a topological group structure on nx(X). This defect
can be remedied in a canonical way. Indeed, if T is any topology on a group G,
there is a finest topology f coarser than T with respect to which G becomes a
topological group: if V denotes the normal closure of V in G, then as V runs
through a basis for the topology T at eG, V runs through a basis for f at ec.
Usually (for example, whenever X is locally simply connected at v) the resulting
topology is the discrete topology. For weak joins, however, this is not generally
the case. Indeed, if X = #f and W{ is a simply connected neighbourhood of y( in
Xu then a convenient basis is provided by the sets

Was*

Then Vk consists of all classes in nx{%!) which have a representative/^ for which pk

is the constant loop at yk.
From the Van Kampen isomorphism T, : G, -> nx(Xh y() each G, inherits a

topology—the discrete topology, since we continue to assume that each X, is
locally simply connected at y,. The group <£ = limGl, as the inverse limit of
topological spaces, has a natural inverse limit topology. A basis of neighbour-
hoods of the identity in ^ is given by the subgroups sik = {<? = (g,) e<&\gk = e]
for keN. Likewise % has the subspace topology from $ with the subgroups
2ftk = '£C\s&k forming a basis at the identity. We let % be the subgroup of
sequences in ^ whose words contain no letters of type less than or equal to k, and
we let %k be % D % and %k be the normal closure of %k in %. Clearly %k c 2ftk and
since % <%, tka ®k. In fact,

LEMMA 4.3. 2ftk = %k.
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Proof. To get the other inclusion $&kc%k, we must, given g e % such that
%k = e, find an equation a = 11"= 1 (/'Y1 (the exponential notation denotes con-
jugation) with each ^ e %k and each /£, e %. To obtain this choose ^ such that
^ =-<f and write qk = rl...rn. We suppress the types here using r to denote letters
of type less than or equal to k and s to denote possibly empty strings containing
no such letters. Then for i>k we can write q, = s?r1slV

2...r"s" and it is easily
checked that all these equations are induced by an equation in 91:

But then since (rlf..., rHf = qk = g* = e, setting y = (*'")* and / ' = (!!/«,/})"
yields the desired equation.

With these preparations in hand, our refinement may be stated as:

PROPOSITION 4.4 (Griffiths). ${%) = %.

Since these sequences form bases for the respective topologies on jr1(Sf) and %
at the identity we find

COROLLARY 4.5. The map /?: nx(S6) -* % is a homeomorphism, and therefore
an isomorphism of topological groups.

Proof of Proposition 4. In view of Lemma 4.3, the proposition will follow by
taking normal closures if we show that ($(Vk) = %k. Let /be a class in Yk andyfc be
a locally geometrically finite loop representing /with p* constant. If b(/i)=y and
£ =^ , then q* = e and a fortiori so does gk. Therefore j8(/) =p e %k. Conversely,
if p e %k and ^ e 9L is the sequence satisfying f=f constructed in Corollary 2.7
then for i » 0 , q* = 7"*(gf) = e. Therefore q*, contains no letters of type less than
or equal to k. \ifv is the loop satisfying b{/i)=y constructed in the proof of
Theorem 4.1, then pfc is constant. Therefore f}~x(a) =y£ e °Vk.
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